ADDENDUM NUMBER 2
DATED MARCH 4, 2022
TO
SPECIFICATIONS TO REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS #22076
FOR
FOOD SERVICE, CATERING AND NON-BEVERAGE VENDING
DATED FEBRUARY 16, 2022

The questions listed below were received from the bidding community. The corresponding answers were provided by the requesting department. The specifications listed in the table below are modified as follow and except as set forth herein, otherwise remain unchanged and in full force and effect:

Q. Can a vendor propose (discounting the vending portion) only one of the campuses food service operations or are we obligated to propose both UMKC and UMSL dining programs as a collective proposal?
A. The University will allow a vendor to propose Dining and Catering Services for only one of the campuses. Be clear in your response what your intentions are.

Q. Are the current hourly employees represented by a collective bargaining agreement? If unionized employees, please provide a copy of the current collective bargaining agreement.
A. Correction – UMKC employees are not represented by a collective bargaining agreement. UMSL employees are represented by Unite Here Local #74, AFL-CIO.

Q. Courtside Club - please provide the sales and guest costs? The information available is found on page 25-26 of the RFP. This is the only information currently available.

Please provide either PDF’s and/or CAD for each dining location

UMSL – Floor Plans can be accessed here:

https://mailmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/f/:f/g/personal/schrimpflkr_umsystem_edu/ETBec_5J_9NhtPnNVmJq1bDTEBydP0E9SwqxdUpB8kY6pA?e=50oXif

RETURN DATE EXTENSION

The due date for return of proposals has been extended from March 16, 2022 at 3:00 P.M. CST to March 22, 2022 at 4:00 p.m. CST.
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